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Results

Background
• Lidz et al. (2011) argue that the veriﬁca7on strategies speakers use to
judge sentences are biased toward the canonical formal speciﬁca7ons of
the sentences’ truth condi7ons. In judging (1), the non-blue dot set can be
calculated in two possible ways, as in (2).
(1) Most of the dots are blue.
(2)
a. |DOT ∩ BLUE| > |DOT – BLUE|
b. |DOT ∩ BLUE| > (|DOT| – |DOT ∩ BLUE|)
• They state that the computa7on of the |DOT – BLUE| set requires
aaen7on to and summa7on of the sets of dots comprising it – see (3).
(3) |DOT ∩ BLUE| > (|DOT ∩ RED| + |DOT ∩ YELLOW|)
• According to Halberda et al. (2006), speakers can only reliably aaend to
three sets of dots at once. Since Lidz et al. (2011) found that accuracy in
determining the truth condi7ons of (1) is not aﬀected by the number of
colors, they conclude that the subtrac7on strategy in (2b) must be used.

• Fairly high (and signiﬁcantly above chance) accuracy rates for (4b-d),
albeit lower than for (4a) – see Table 1.
• This suggests that the par7cipants were able to judge the truth condi7ons
of these sentences despite the heterogeneity of the target sets.
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• Dot arrays of 2 to 6 colors, displayed for 250 milliseconds – see Figure 1.
• The number of dots varied randomly, as did the ra7o of the target to nontarget set (1:2, 3:4, 5:6, 7:8).
• Data from 50 na7ve English speakers, each encountering a total of 150
images.
(4) Are most of the dots…
a. red?
c. green and blue?

b. not red?
d. neither green nor blue?

• If (2b) is the strategy being used, judging
(4c) requires aaen7on to at least four sets,
which should lead to low accuracy rates,
according to Halberda et al. (2006).
(5) (|DOT ∩ GREEN| + |DOT ∩ BLUE|) >
(|DOT| – {|DOT ∩ GREEN| + |DOT ∩ BLUE|})

Figure 1

• (4a) and (4c) showing similar accuracy
rates would suggest that speakers form
and aaend to heterogeneous sets directly.
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• When broken down by ra7o group (Table
2), the results show that the accuracy
rates declined at a similar rate for all four
condi7ons (Figure 2), sugges7ng that the
same strategy was being used across
condi7ons.
• While the heterogeneity of the target set
in (4c) and (4d) did decrease accuracy
rates in comparison to (4a), the facts
from Figure 2 suggest that subjects used
the same strategy they used for (4a), be it
(2a) or (2b).

Figure 2

• If, as per Lidz et al. (2011), the subtrac7on strategy
is the strategy used for judging these truth
condi7ons, then (5) should be how the truth
condi7ons of (4c) are computed.
• Yet, this requires compu7ng the cardinali7es of
four sets, which should not be possible, as per
Halberda et al. (2006).
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Conclusions
• These results suggest that speakers are capable of heterogeneous set-building. If this were not so, par7cipants
would not do well at judging the truth/falsity of ques7ons requiring aaen7on to four sets or more.
• As such, accuracy rates across all ra7o groups for at least ques7ons (4c-d) ought to be consistently at or around
chance (i.e., 50%), which is not what our empirical results show.
• These ﬁndings bring into ques7on Lidz et al.’s (2011) claim that the strategy in (2b) is the default. Rather, since
both strategies are consistent with the present ﬁnding, further research is required to more adequately tease
(2a) and (2b) apart.
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